APPENDIX - 1

LESSION (PROSE / POEM) ANALYSIS FORMAT

1.0 No of the Prose/Poem
2.0 Title of the Prose/Poem
3.0 Writer of the Prose/Poem
4.0 Form of Literature of the Prose/Poem
5.0 Central Idea of the Prose/Poem
6.0 Analysis of References of National Integration, International Understanding and Human Rights Presented In the Lesson.

6.1 Analytical Presentation of Reference No. - 1
   (A) Reference
   (B) Interpretation of Reference
   (C) Characteristics of National Integration, International Understanding and Human Rights Involved In The Reference

6.2 Analytical Presentation of Reference - 2
   (A) Reference
   (D) Interpretation of Reference
   (E) Characteristic of National Integration, International Understanding and Human Rights Involved In the Reference.

6.3 ---------------------------------------------------------------------
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------
   ---------------------------------------------------------------------